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Impudent present-day music that will move you and be with you for a lifetime. Producers of "One Step

Closer" Bob McGilpin and John Surrogate "John and I feel esteemed and privileged to be a little part of a

very big cause" - Bob McGilpin, producer. 17 MP3 Songs POP: Today's Top 40, COUNTRY: Modern

Country One Step Closer Songs Details: This great newly released compilation CD represents two years

of searching, recording and producing 17 great songs from some very talented songwriters and artist from

around the world. All proceeds of the CD go to the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation (cff.org) to find a cure for

Cystic Fibrosis, a cause close to our hearts. The Artist and Songwriters on this CD are very special. Not

only did they dedicate their efforts to this project, they have produced some of the best individual songs

you will hear this year! The first release called "One Step Closer" by Josh Davis and Eddie Stroop, was

selected by the National Cystic Fibrosis Foundation (cff.org) for their 2004 campaign called "Great

Strides". This one event raised more than 20 million dollars last year for CF. The song "One Step Closer"

will be released to over 600 cities in the U.S. next year for the campaign. You can hear the song now!!

Producers of "One Step Closer" Bob McGilpin and John Surrogate "John and I feel esteemed and

privileged to be a little part of a very big cause" - Bob McGilpin, producer. "We are certain you will enjoy

these fresh present-day songs. The songs "Daddy's Date", "Beautiful" and "Fear" will definitely impact

you as they did us!" - Edward Stroop, President, Victoria House Music, BMI. If any these songs move you

in a special way, or reflect a personal story, the publisher would like to hear from you at the enclosed

e-mail address. Artist for a Cure CD arranged and produced by Edward Stroop, President Song House

Publishing c 2003. For distribution, booking, interviews or other information, contact Edward Stroop at

Song House Publishing at 877-452-5254 or service@songhousepublishing.com.
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